
Assignment 8 (Lab 18-21)
Image composition

Due 10th April, 2017 @ 23:59



Motivation

 When blending two “realities” 
there are a lot of things to get 
right

 One problem “seams” between 
the real and the virtual

 Seamless Integration is when we 
can’t distinguish virtual and real 
parts

 One way is by applying filters to 
make them look the same in 
“style”

Seamless integration by Stylization  © Fisher et al

© Magic Leap



Final assignment: Image composition
 This project is …

 Worth 12% of cs7029 (~3% per week of effort as per previous labs)

If you find the project as a whole too difficult as a programming challenge, you can 
address it in terms of 4 discrete labs (1 for each remaining week of term) worth 3% 
each. 

AMENDMENT [20/03/2017]: due to some unresolved issues, with the camera 
library for some people, I will look at the best 3 labs (for 4% each)

Note that in this case, it won’t be a requirement that the labs work together. 
However each lab will have a small advanced requirement not included in the large 
project.

 Expected to entail an effort of 3-5 hours per week on average (including the lab)

 Due on 10th April, 2017



Synopsis of project
 In this project your goal is to blend two different sources of imagery into a single output

 The foreground image should be generated by procedural code (i.e. a vector based 
graphic)

 The background should be a reasonable complex (hi-res) raster image 

 N.B. You may swap the two above  (i.e. background vector, foreground raster)

 Higher marks will be given if you achieve a “good blend” i.e. try to make it look like the two 
image sources belong together. (Referred to as Seamless Integration)

 Using dynamic components in the foreground/background will score top marks.

 Marking outline

 The basic brief above will get you a pass 40%.

 An additional 40% will go for technical complexity particular if you use animated or 
dynamic imagery

 The final 20% is qualitatively marked just for style + effort. Essentially if you can 
personalize the result somehow, make it more aesthetic, make it more seamlessly blended 
you get awarded marks in this category.



Breakdown of project
 Get a BACKGROUND IMAGE by either:

 loading an image from file 

 Using the feed from a camera or other sensor

 Using a frame from a video file

 Generate a FOREGROUND using some procedural technique. This can be one :

 Vector graphics of some sort (see lecture 14, 15, 19)

 Graphic resulting from interactive input (see lecture 15)

 Procedural generation (see lecture 15, 20, 21)

 A 3D object rendered in 3DS max or POVRAY 

 A 3D object created in 3DS max loaded into Processing

 Extra marks if this is dynamic

 COMPOSTING: blend the two images together by

 Masking or chromakeying (a.k.a. green-screening) :  see lab 18 (this week)

 OR blending, averaging, image arithmetic (add, subtract: see lab 17)

 POSTPROCESS: apply some filter(s) to the combined image. The purpose of this should be 
one of:

 Seamless integration (see this lecture), and/or

 Stylization: purely for style or aesthetics (see Lecture 16, 17)

 Save the result as one of the following

 an image: jpg, png, bmp, pdf

 real-time output OR video 

 Extra marks for the second option

BACKGROUND IMAGE

FOREGROUND IMAGE

COMPOSITED IMAGE

POSTPROCESSED IMAGE

Image (PNG, JPG, 
PDF, etc.)

Video / Animation

Real-time Rendering 
(interactive output)

Raster Image File

Video 

Webcam

Sensor e.g. kinect

Vector object 

Generated image

3D Model

Sensor e.g. Kinect



Notes
 Please note that you are expected to do more than just get the basic code 

running. Instead use the basic technique to create your own output.

 Significant marks are being awarded for style/effort/complexity of the 
solutions

 You should try to personalize things slightly

 Pick your own images, object

 Design your own filters / styles

 Choose what components you will combine

 Add complexity (where relevant)

This slide was added on 20/03/2017


